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New Book. It s time for the State Fair of Texas--and cooking contests galore! Fryers are heating up,
and stomachs are growling. But Phyllis Newsom had better watch out. Someone s brought an
appetite for murder. Phyllis and her friends Carolyn and Sam are ready to whip up their best dishes
and win some ribbons in Dallas. And they re excited to learn that one of their favorite celebrity
chefs--Joye Jameson of The Joye of Cooking--is broadcasting her TV show from the fair. When
Phyllis s funnel cake is picked as one of the best of that category, Joye invites her and the other
finalists to prepare their delicious recipes live on the air. But Phyllis s moment in the spotlight is
spoiled after Joye suffers a deadly allergic reaction from one bite of her funnel cake. Now she s
gone from top entry to top suspect. So in order to clear her name, Phyllis will have to turn up the
heat on this investigation before the real killer slips through her fingers.
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most awesome book i actually have read. I found out this ebook from my i and dad suggested this book to
understand.
-- Ethel Mills-- Ethel Mills

This is the very best publication i actually have read until now. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom I am happy to let you know that this is the
very best publication i actually have read in my very own existence and could be he greatest pdf for ever.
-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe-- Dr . Nelda  Schuppe
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